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Diverted tra�c-access by bus

Access by car

Athens

Promenade to Academy at 480 BC 

Current situation Road to Academy on the Old Axis Proposal by Doxiadis+ for conversion in pedestrian Proposal by Antonas architects

Map of the Metropolitan area Map of Central Athens

Placement of old buildings and influence in the current grid

Study of the buildings placed on the Acropolis (Doxiadis)
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GROUND FLOOR
1.  Library cafe...............................................400m2
2.  Activities and learning studios...................160m2
3.  Tennis court
4.  Basketball court

-1 FLOOR
5.  Library.......................................................600m2
6.  Workshops................................................264m2 
7.  Auditorium (capacity: 480 persons)...........370m2
8.  Museum entrance lobby-tickets................473m2
9.  Temporary exhibitions...............................675m2
10. Shop-cloackroom.....................................468m2
11. First aid-guides-museum members-VIP.....85m2 
12. Cafe-restaurant........................................330m2
13. Administration..........................................844m2
14. Archaeologists-coservation labs............1217m2

-2 FLOOR
15. Permanent exhibition.............................3285m2
16. Storage..................................................2315m2

Total area..................................................12.760m2
Covered surface.......................................10.900m2
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Evolution of road system and relationship to the centre

Typologies

Climate Tree density

Academos house and Altar (2300 BC & 1300BC)

Gymnasium, originally from the 6th century BC, had been receiving additions until the Roman times(1st Cen. AC)

Roads in 3000 BC. First building in the Academy dates 
back to 2.300BC

In 480 BC the Academy was surrounded by defence walls 
and was connected to the main city by a 43m wide boulevard. In 1830’s the city expands beyond the limits of the old town and 

the first metropolitan plan is applied on the old street network.
The new plan relocates the “centre of gravity” from the Acropolis and 
places it in the centre of a circle of hills and major public spaces.

Academy of Platon is the area located in the junction between a residential and the industrial 
area of Athens, surrounded and defined by the main traffic axis that connect the city to the rest 
of the country and the port of Pereas. The archaeological park lies in the middle of the area. 
The industrial part had started to develop in the mid 1850’s and contained all industrial activity 
of the city, from heavy industries to small workshops and garages. Today the area is still widelly 
occupied by the small garages while the bigger industrial businesses have moved out and have 
been replaced by industrial retailers. The area is in transition since due to its proximity to the 
centre of Athens it has become popular for office buildings. Due to its relationship to the main 
roads, the area has been know since the early years of industrialization as the centre for vehicle 
services, something that carries on until today.
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